Introduction:
A. Drop in ______________ is a thing of the past,
B. In today’s episode from Abraham’s journey of faith, we are going to witness a very special drop in ____________.

I. The Story
A. Genesis 18:1-2a
1. The narrator clearly tells us that it was the ________ who appeared to Abraham on that occasion, accompanied by two _________.
2. While Abraham sat in the shade at the entrance of his tent in the heat of the day, suddenly three “_______” approached.
B. Genesis 18:2b-5
1. Abraham then extended _______________ to the men by offering a place to rest, and the refreshment of washing and nourishment.
C. Genesis 18:6-8
1. Did you notice the words of action in this story? __________. __________. __________. __________.
2. I love the fact they didn’t want their guests to wait __________.
3. I love the fact that Abraham and Sarah did a lot of the _________ themselves.
4. Did you notice that they prepared a meal fit for a _________?
D. Genesis 18:9-15
1. Abraham received the first hint of the true identity of the three visitors when they knew his wife’s new _________.
2. The next statement surely established the identity - “I will return next ________, and Sarah will have a ________.”
3. This caused Sarah to __________.
4. Which caused the Lord to ask the question: “Is anything too _______ for the ________”?
E. Genesis 18:16-22
1. An important term God used is __________.
2. The utter _________ of Sodom and Gomorrah was infamous (Ez. 16:49-50).
F. Genesis 18:23-33
1. Abraham’s appeal was based on God’s righteousness, ________, and _____.
2. Abraham did well to express his own ____________.
3. Abraham was truly ________________.
4. God initiated the ________________ and god brought it to a close.

II. The Application
A. Keep in mind that some people we encounter may be ____________. (Heb. 13:1-2; 1 Pet. 4:9; Mt. 25:35, 40)
B. Keep in mind that _______________ is too ____________ for God.
C. Keep in mind that ________________ makes a ________________.